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The Sorcerer's Apprentices' Bill

P

E were right. Last year when the previous Conservative Government, with much ballyhoo, brought
irward a measure "to buy jobs for the workless"—
•tribution of Industry (Industrial Finance) Bill— we

immented editorially:
Grants, loans, further inflation, Government controls
and every other false specific are in vain. They can
"give work" to a few who otherwise would be unemployed, but as like as not they will cause fresh unemployment elsewhere . . . The high price of land has
started to check development. Unless the upward trend
is halted and reversed now, land prices may soon
become prohibitive.
fter the Bill had been passed, we commented:
This ultra-protectionist, vote-catching racket will spawn
new economic difficulties. The additional burden it will
foist on taxpayers is obvious. So, too, is the temptation
it affords to the Government to attempt to print us all
into apparent prosperity by further inflation. By preventing efficient firms from expanding, this policy will
reduce jobs in areas where they are at present comparatively plentiful.
The new Conservative Government was no sooner intalled than it brought in a Bill to repeal the Act lock,
lock and barrel. Good riddance to bad rubbish. The
distribution of Industry Acts, of

1945 and 1950 are

milarly jettisoned, along with sections of some other
"easures. This is Toryism with a vengeance.
If matters had been left there, we would have thrown
>ur cap in the air. Instead, from the rubble of this crazy
lot-house structure the Tories plan to build a bigger, more
^pensive Folly. That is the whole purpose of the Local
m ploy ment Bill.

Conservatives pride themselves on being businessmen
ith commercial acumen. Yet nobody knows how much
1
will cost, or where it will end. Under the repealed Acts,
Kpenditure during the past three years has been £13.8
million. The Bill states: "It is not possible to form any
stimate of the increase in expenditure which is likely to
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be incurred." This in itself is reason enough for opposing
the Bill: it is unwise to hand Governments blank cheques.
The purpose of the Bill is to promote employment in
any area of high unemployment. Such areas will be
determined by some of the "gentlemen in Whitehall who
know best". They will be equipped with money bags
and crystal balls. Their concern will be not only with
actual high unemployment (whatever that term may connote)—"whether seasonally or generally"—but also with
imminent high unemployment. Also, they have to judge
whether it is likely to persist. If it does, that will prove
their judgment to have been right. If it doesn't, that will
be taken as proof of the beneftcient effect of the measures
taken under the Bill.
Still further crystal gazing is necessary: these prophets
have to form similar judgments about the places to which
workers in these localities would travel to work. They
even have to consider the actual or imminent likely-topersist high unemployment to which workers might move
under town planners' "overspill" arrangements. Quite a
task. Funnily enough, it is to be entrusted to the gentlemen at the Board of Trade who, by restricting imports,
cause consequent unemployment in British exporting industries.
Techniques equally embracing are to be put at the
Board's disposal. It will be able to lash out public money
(i.e. taxpayers' private money, wrongfully sequestrated) to
all and sundry. The little man with a toffee works in a
back street garage and the giant American industrial
corporation alike will both be entitled to outright grants to
assist them to build or extend their premises—subject to
there being unemployment in the neighbourhood. First,
however, the Board will have to consult an Advisory
Committee. As the Board itself is to appoint these Committees, it is seldom likely to receive unwanted advice!
Treasury consent will also be needed, a "safeguard" more
apparent than real if, as seems certain, a fresh bout of
inflation lies ahead. With the grants "persons carrying
on or proposing to carry on undertakings" will get their
premises built or extended at cost plus 15 per cent.

"Undertaking" means any trade or business or any other
activity providing employment. Dancehalls, dog tracks and
dominoe factories?
Partial land nationalisation plays an important part in
this Conservative measure. The Board "may acquire land,
where necessary by compulsory purchase". A pretty penny
it will have to pay, too, with land values soaring and market
value the determinant. State owned factories will be built
on State owned land. Provided that he is engaged in some
work-giving pursuit—making Red Hags would be appropriate—the tenant can look to the Board for a State loan.
Industrialists today are fastidious folk. The rumbustious,
face-grinding capitalist of yesteryear has given way (so it
would seem from the Bill) to a mincing milksop. One
pictures him sniffing at a delicately perfumed rose (100
per cent British guaranteed hygienic plastic?) as the common workmen flash past in their cars. And so Clause 5
'makes provision with regard to derelict, neglected or
insightly land in a locality of high unemployment".
The "provision" is that the Board may buy the land and
carry out work to enable it to be brought into use or to
improve the amenities of the neighbourhood. But this
may be done only where the Board is satisfied "that it
is expedient to do so for the purpose of providing employment". Alternatively and additionally, the Housing
Minister or the Scottish Secretary may, with Treasury
consent, make grants to local authorities to do so.
It comes to this: land speculation and wrongful taxation—opposite sides of the same coin—are responsible for
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Obeisance To Keynes

Mr. Grimond's "New Radicalism1'

TN what is common ground between Liberalism and
Socialism lies the seed of a new Radicalism which
might "achieve some of the hearts' desires which lay
behind nationalisation ". This view was argued by Mr.
lo Grimond, M.P., the Liberal Party leader, in the Socialist
weekend review. The New Statesman, October 24. In
part he wrote:
" Most Liberals fully accept that the Community has
an immense part to play. I for my part certainly hold
the view that in such matters as town planning, and
the development of the countryside and the arts, quite
apart from such essentials as the Welfare Services, there
is a lot to be done communally.
"If I believe that this type of communal activity
should not degenerate into the protection of out-of-date
industries ; if I am not convinced that all this need
be done by the central government, these opinions
would not, I imagine, be irremovable barriers to cooperation with many people now in other parties who
broadly think the same way.
" If we can keep up the rate of economic advance
(and it is vital that the Left should be expansionist)
then it should be possible to hold down taxation and
219

unemployment and ugly eyesores. Land speculators at
seen as a social nuisance but revered as are the sacre
cows. Therefore they must be paid off and gently It
away so that men and women may be free to earn
living.
The Bill provides for payments towards the remov
and resettlement expenses of key workers and the
families. Ministers will be able to give financial assistant
towards the improvement of basic services in areas whe
unemployment exists or is imminent. This latter expend
ture, of course, will greatly enhance the value of lan
including those offending, derelict sites. Three Indu itril
Estates Management Corporations—one each for Englan
Scotland and Wales—are to be set up. They will exerci |
development and management functions laid down by the
Board of Trade by whom they will be appointed and I
whom they will be responsible.
This Bill is a further experiment in national socialist L
It is the desperate act of timid men. They know what t
wrong. They see what land monopoly and wrong taxation
are doing to the economy. They know that the prosperity
bubble can burst without warning. The prospect terrifi •
them. But social pressures, vested interests, false econom:
thinking and an inflexible economy paralyses them. As
the ship of State ploughs on towards the rocks ahead th«y
stand on the bridge, rigidly to attention, taking the salutfc.
The strains of the Tory anthem, "We've never had so
good." set to Dukas' "Sorcerer's Apprentice" increases L
tempo and volume.

yet have enough over for communal purposes. Furthe:,
the bulk of Labour now accepts Keynesian economi< s
—the Liberal alternative to Socialism."
This is typical of the wishy-washy waffle which is bein|
fobbed off as the " new radicalism ". The radical is concerned with roots (see any dictionary); gilding the withered
leaves and rotten fruit of a diseased plant is an occupatiol
best left to right-wing Labour men and left-wing Tories.
The first and greatest task for " the Community " is to
collect its rightful revenue—the site value of land. So
long as there is undeserved wealth in the hands of
minority and the undeservedly poor have the vote, an;
attempt to " hold down" taxation is futile. The beas
must be taken outside and shot.
THE REAL RADICALISM
1|/|"R. GRIMOND'S astonishing assertion that "Keynesiai
-'-"•'-economics is the Liberal alternative to Socialism" am
his further statement that "the Government must retair
powers to guide finance and industry" were powerful!)
answered in a letter published by The City Press
November 6. Mr. Stephen Martin, vice-president of th<
Chislehurst L'beral Association, wrote:—" It is true that the Liberal Party Assembly in 1945 did
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a resolution of support for Lord Beveridge's book
Full Employment in a Free Society', which implied
cceptance of Keynes' economic theories, but there has
ever been any official Liberal pronouncement supporting
urrency management or direction of industry.
•'In his early years J. M. Keynes was an out-spoken
dvocate of free trade and production, but his later
lieories on the maintenance of full employment by means
jf currency control not only contradicted his early conept but are a complete negation of Liberal principles,
[hey cannot be entertained by anyone who believes in the
reedom of the individual.
"Another fact Mr. Grimond overlooks is that the
sonomics of Keynes have been followed by both the
Tory and Labour Governments since the war and is largely
esponsible for currency inflation and an increase in the
National Debt.
"The true alternative to protectionist Socialism and
Conservatism are the economics of Adam Smith, Cobden,
Iright, Mill, and Henry George."
ass

'STEPS WiLL HAVE TO BE TAKEN

r

HE executive of the Land Value Taxation League,
meeting in London, November 12, passed the followig resolution:
"We deplore the neglect of fundamental issues by all
parties at the recent General Election. We regard as
dangerous to democracy the practice of treating party
leaders' declarations as if they were party policy. By
this means the country was kept largely ignorant of the
vitally important land values question. Therefore, to
focus public attention on the economic significance of
the alarming rise in the cost of land and the burden of
the existing rating system, other steps will have to be
taken."
For domestic reasons, Miss Peggy Baker has had to
elinquish the honorary secretaryship of the League. She
is succeeded by Mr. P. R. Stubbings.
Membership of the League is open to all in England and
Wales who support its policy. Annual subscription is 5s. Od.
mnimum. Headquarters: 177 Vauxhall Bridge Road,
London, S.W.I.
"SORELY WRONG"
rpORTHRIGHT as ever, Gilbert Harding recently prof nounced on land speculation : " It is sorely wrong."
When he wrote he had no very clear idea of how to
end it. But to see an evil and to have the courage to
condemn an established institution is more than half the
battle. Meanwhile one of our readers has sent Mr. Harding
some land value taxation pamphlets which he has
courteously acknowledged.
This is what he wrote in his feature in The People,
October 20:—
Hire purchase is supposed to be a " modern " way of
doing business. But is it? I have just seen a very old
cutting from The People which dates back to the 1890's.
SEPTEMBER. 1959

On it appeared this small advertisement :—
£1 Surrey Hills (15 miles south of London) beautifully
timbered or grass land, for building, gardening, or
poultry farms, freehold, 20 ft. by 140 ft. at £10; possession on payment of £1 deposit, balance 18 half-yearly
instalments.

First notice that in those days you could buy on hirepurchase and pay nothing at all by way of interest.
Second, I would like you to speculate what you would
be worth if your grandfather had had the sense to put
all he had got into buying those plots. I am told each
one would be worth £500 today. So, if grandpa had spent
£100 to buy ten and left them to you, a quick sale today
would bring you in £50,000.
Personally I can't think this is right. It is sorely wrong
for anyone to be able to sit tight on a piece of land for
sixty years, do nothing whatever to it, and multiply his
investment 50 times.
Building land anywhere near a big city is ridiculously
expensive. A man I know was asked the other day to pay
£2,000 for one building plot near Sevenoaks in Kent. If
this is a result of the desperate shortage of building land,
then some means should be found to control prices.
You can't talk about " a fair market price " when there
isn't a fair market—there are 100 times as many buyers
as sellers.
It is strange to me that none of the political parties mentioned this gentle racket in their election programmes.

MISDIRECTED RUTHLESSNESS
evil which Gilbert Harding has condemned so
THEunequivocally
is the primary cause of another which
Paul Banks discussed in the Hampstead & Highgate
Express last month—overcrowding and pressure on limited
space. His article was entitled : Laissez-faire won't solve
London's population problem.
True enough, something has to be done. But Mr.
Banks' specific—"ruthless planning"—is not the answer.
Indeed, it is the failure of planning to keep bricks and
mortar at bay that prompted him to write. One cannot
believe that a mere adjective will do the trick where all
else has failed.
What is needed is tax reform. A tax on land values
would not only kill land speculation. It would encourage
the full economic development of urban land now lying
idle. Private enterprise would redevelop the dreary, souldestroying back lands which form the larger part of
Greater London without so much as a nudge from the
planners. This is the only solution available to a free
people who would remain free. " Ruthless planning" is
for slaves.
While rejecting Mr. Bank's prescription we gladly endorse the tenor of his remarks in the following paragraphs :—
All the goodwill behind the effort to make London
smaller has come to nothing. Pressure on land increases.
The developers want to acquire Hurst Park racecourse.
Soon they will want Sandown, Kempton and Alexandra
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Parks. They want to build sky-scrapers in the Old Kent
Road, office blocks on Tottenham Court Road and Hampstead Road. Offices are proposed to replace Golders Green
Hippodrome.
A bigger commercial London with expanding ideas of
welfare, subsidised culture and so forth, will further increase the pressure for land, even land hitherto supposed
sacrosanct. Some genius in discovering new lebensraum
has seriously suggested that an opera school and a concert
hall should be built inside Regents Park!
Hampstead Heath may not remain safe from the land
grabbers. All the bodies engaged in recognised good works
feel that their wants, being disinterested, should take precedence over all other needs...
Then there are the bureaucrats—for example, the L.C.C.
They have vast powers behind them. When I first saw
the car parks on the Lower Heath and behind Jack Straw's
Castle, I couldn't keep back a very painful smile. Car
parks should go underground. The Heath, all the Heath,
should be kept for its original purpose, not the extension
of hospitals but for helping to keep the healthy out of
hospital...
Many years ago, long before the war, I began to preach
that London had thousands of acres of almost unused land.
All the railway headquarters offices could have been built
over one goodsyard. There need have been no trouble
at all getting rid of engine smoke...
In London there are many thousands of acres of ugliness
that good building would hide ; there would be no need
to encroach on a single open space dedicated to recreation.
Various new property development companies are
depending for their future fortunes on bringing more
people to work in London and public authorities have so
far done little to warn them off. It's hard for a council
to turn down an increase in rateable value for such a trifle
as public interest. Governments are just as lethargic, whatever their colour.
More people will mean more pressure still on travel
facilities. Many of these people will demand houses in
London and frantic housing authorities will demand building sites. The whole future of London development
threatens chaos...
In the absence of ruthless and drastic planning I cannot
foresee London's open spaces, including Hampstead's,
being safe for another 20 years, let alone in perpetuity
And I'm not crying " Wolf ! " out of turn.
FRIGHTENED BY LAND PRICES
Q N E man who finds the price of land frightening is
Mr C h i n o f
Lex Garages. Recently, when giving his
views on car parking in Westminster, he told the city's
Chamber of Commerce transport committee that offstreet garages were needed in addition to parking meters.
The Westminster Review, October, reported Mr Chin
as having said : " The question now arises where to build
the garages. I have had some experience with the new
garage at Selfridges, which has cost a lot of money • the
land was obtained for nothing because Selfridges owned
198

the land, which was worth from £500,000 to £1,000,000but the garage is still not making a profit because cai
are not coming in.
"The building of garages is a very expensive matts
which I believe private enterprise cannot face up to ]
we had had to build Selfrides' Garage and buy the lane
it would have cost about £1,250,000. The cost of land i
the West End is also frightening...
" There is a tremendous amount of office developmen
going on today. Every piece of land is gold. We hav
got to find land that is not going to cost anything
There is room for half a dozen of the same kind as th
Selfndge Garage in the West End but there is no lan,
available."
GREEN, WHITE AND GOLD

T TNDER town and country planning legislation, area
^ which the planners intend "to remain for the mos
part undisturbed" during the period of present plans ar
known as "white land". Where such land abuts the tow:
side of green belts, planning officers have invented th
unofficial notation—"gold" land.
The three categories were discussed at length by Derel
Senior in The Guardian, October 16, in an arresting!
titled article: Speculation In Land Values—Green Belt
in Danger. One cited instance of "gold" land: "A farn
of TOO acres which had changed hands since the war a
about £10,000 is reported to have been resold for half i
million—without planning permission for development."
"Developers with vast sums at stake and an insatiabli
demand for housing plots behind them are convinced tha
if they keep up the pressure the 'gold' land will be releasee
for development bit by bit. The morefirmlytheir demands
are resisted the less they distinguish between the 'gold
land and adjoining parts of the proposed green-belt:
already owners of green-belt land are accepting up to
£100 an acre cash down for nothing but an option to buy
it if ever permission to develop it is granted. In some
areas the humble members of small district councils exercising delegated planning powers are being plied with
embarrassingly lavish hospitality, and divisional planning
officers are being told 'That's a shabby-looking car you've
got, isn't it?' though its cellulose gleams factory-fresh."
It is scarcely surprising if planning restrictions are, in
fact, giving rise to attempted (perhaps actual) bribery and
corruption. Arbitrary interference with market dealings
always brings evil in its train. This, however, is the first
whisper of its kind we have encountered.
Mr. Senior continued: "The pressure is, of course,
particularly severe around the built-up areas of Greater
London and the West Midlands, where population and
employment are growing at twice the rate allowed for in
the original development plans. But even where the population is static the rise in living standards, the fall in
household sizes, and the widening use of private cars
combine to swell the urban demand for family houses in
more spacious surroundings, albeit at the cost of longer
journeys to work. Those county planning authorities who.
221
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misconceiving the function of a green belt, seek to dis:ourage 'leap-frogging' by making the belt wider, only
-succeed in making its inner edge more vulnerable. Those
urban authorities who intended to buy land on their outskirts for use as parks and other public purposes are
finding that they can no longer afford to do so.
"In effect, the property market is betting a huge and
rapidly mounting sum that it will succeed in breaking
planning control, or, alternatively, that it will get its money
back in the form of compensation (at current market
prices) for the refusal of permission to cash by development the speculative values it is creating—which would
speedily produce the same result."
These remarks provide a further argument in favour
jf the taxation of land values. The planning fraternity
should be to the fore in demanding that urgent reform.
RENTS PLEDGE PUZZLES LANDLORDS

D

UR scepticism about the Conservative Pary's pledge
that" in the next Parliament we shall take no further
iction to decontrol rents" is reinforced after reading a
aote in the Real Estate Journal, November issue.
"What exactly do the words mean?" asks our old
ldversary. "To raise the existing limit for controlled
louses would not be decontrolling rents. Again, if security
f tenancy were removed, this does not necessarily involve
leccmtroJ of rents. Does the pledge mean that there would
be no further decontrol of tenancies?—i.e., that no orders
would be made, as permitted by the Rent Act, 1957, to
:\tend decontrol, by stages, to houses of lower rateable
values ? The Minister of Housing is understood to have
said during the election that what was intended was a
fixed standstill — a complete rent freeze for another five
years of existing rents. This seems hardly credible. We
await elucidation."
"BRITAIN'S GREATEST PROBLEM"
SAYS LANDOWNERS' ASSOCIATION

E

LSEWHERE the Real Estate Journal comments on the

acute shortage of building land that is developing,
particularly in London and the Home Counties, citing
some of the instances we have previously reported as
having been paid for housing land. The Journal remarks:—
"There is no doubt that, apart from the population's
demand for better housing, the main factor is the impact
of town and country planning. The planning system inevitably puts a premium on land for which development permission can be obtained. The supply of land of low
agricultural value just outside green belts is bound to be
limited, but it is natural that intensive development should
take place there.
"The time is fast approaching when serious attention
must be given to the problem of land, not only for houses
but also for factory extensions and offices. The problem
might become one of the greatest facing the country over
the next 10 years."
We share that view. The problem is in no small part
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the result of the unremitting efforts of the publishers of
the Real Estate Journal, the Association of Land and

Property Owners, formerly the Land Union. They were
formed in 1909 specifically to oppose the land value provisions in Mr. Lloyd George's Budget. For half a century
they have done everything lawfully possible to ensure that
the rent of land shall continue to flow into privileged
pockets.
HOW TO BREAK MONOPOLIES
ONOPOLY-M1NDEDNESS is everywhere in evidence.

M

A recent example comes from Yorkshire. When a
dispute between the Sheffield city transport department
and its employees forced thousands of people to walk to
work on October 19, the Yorkshire Traction Company
promptly stopped all services entering the area served by
the corporation. The general manager was reported as
having said that it was a recognised custom that one
company should not operate in an area served by another
while there was a strike on.
The Newspaper Proprietors Association operates a
similar arrangement. If a labour-management dispute
should prevent one national daily from coming out all the
other N.P.A. newspapers, from the Mirror to The Times
would close down in sympathy. Recently, however, it has
been reported that the Beaverbrook Newspapers (Daily
Express, Evening Standard, etc.) might continue to publish
even although a dispute closed down other N.P.A. papers.
Almost certainly this new attitude has been prompted by
the prospect of the completely independent New Daily
which is to appear shortly.
Competition from new quarters is all that is necessary
to smash every restrictive practice and dangerous power
concentration—whether of capital or labour. On the latter
point, "Peter Simple" wrote good sense in the Daily
Telegraph recently. He asked: "How are we to deal
effectively with the unions and with all the other conspiracies which clog, distort and strangle our economy?
My answer is quite simple: let the Europeans get them.
" These conspiracies owe their strength and solidity
solely to the lack of competition from abroad. Knock
down the protective stockade which separates us from
Europe and they will dissolve at once into thin air."
Peter Simple impairs the effectiveness of his case by
needlessly restricting his remarks to European trade. The
protective stockade must be knocked down so that goods
may freely enter Britain from every part of the world.
BRITAIN'S QUOTA BONFIRE
REE TRADERS applaud the belated removal of most
of the remaining quota controls on imports from the
Dollar Area, Western Europe, and certain other countries.
The decision was announced in a written parliamentary
answer by the new President of the Board of Trade, Mr.
Reginald Maudling, on November 4, and took effect on
November 9. It was taken "because of the strength of
sterling and of our underlying balance of payments
position".

F
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A better reason would have been that people have an
absolute right to buy what they like from whom and
where they choose. Arbitrary frustration of that right, as
well as being economically foolish and harmful, is a gross
abuse of government power and an unjustifiable interference with human rights.
Practical considerations precluded the President from
expressing such sentiments even if he happens to endorse
them. For while many imports have been liberalised, some
goods will be admitted only in such quantities as the
Board in its wisdom ordains. They include tobacco manufactures, pharmaceuticals, watches, seeds, and alcohol
other than whisky.
Japan continues to be treated as a pariah, existing
arrangements for imports from that country remaining
unchanged. This hurts the poorer people in Britain who
wish to buy those everyday things which she can offer
cheaply, and British exporters who wish to sell to Japan.
It comforts and strengthens her Communist agitators. Is
this what a Tory Government wants ? If so, why has it
simultaneously restricted imports from Communist China ?
Truly the ways of protectionists are beyond comprehension.
Our welcome for this latest liberalisation and Granny
Government's indulgent consent to allow Britons to take
more of their own money abroad (in sterling and foreign
currency) is further muted by another consideration : the
present tariff, including Commonwealth preference, is not
affected by the new measures.
Still, even a little extra freedom and a little extra competition is something.
THE BEAVER ACCEPTS DEFEAT
/^kN Guy Fawkes night, while millions stood round
" bonfires letting offfireworks,Lord Beaverbrook applied
a match to his very own, very damp squib. B.B.C. television viewers saw him at home in Canada and heard him
say:—
"I wonder why I ever went away from this beautiful
river—this lovely countryside. I know why I went—I
went because I believed in something called afterwards
Empire Free Trade, I went to work for it, and I spent
50 years at that task.
"When I set out on the work, the population of
Great Britain was 45,000,000, or perhaps 50,000,000,
and the population of the Empire was 500 million.
Now—or in a year or two at any rate—the population
of Great Britain will be 55,000,000 and the Empire. ..
our Empire will have sunk to 45,000,000 less than the
population of Britain. So it would seem that the efforts
of all those who fought and struggled for the policy
that I believe in, that I believed in, it seems that our
work was wasted and that our efforts came to . . . have
come to nothing.
"Certainly, there's no use any longer in carrying on
that struggle. The minds of people of Britain have
turned elsewhere. The Dominions have changed and
varied and altered in their attitude. The United States
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of America has grown powerful and irresistible in it
relations with Australia and with Canada. How can w
go on with any hope of interesting or enlisting publi
support now ? But I'm not at all regretting the year
of labour, because we did do some good things."
Passages from his commentary, including that abovil
appeared in his Daily Express the next morning, Novembe
6. The shackled crusader was still on the front page. TH
Opinion column still proudly proclaimed : "Daily Expres
—the paper that keeps faith with the Empire." But pag
2 carried the news that Mr. Arthur Christiansen, th
paper's editor from 1933 to 1957, is leaving Beaverbroo
Newspapers and national journalism : "I feel the time ha
come to express myself in new forms of enterprise."
Across six columns on the same page a banner headlin
announced : The Outer 7 Pact Is Born. Before the flame
of one "free trade"-labelled protectionist plan had die|
down another, phoenix-like, had arisen in a holiday hotf
outside Stockholm—the so-called European Free Trad i
Association. Tom Stacey reported that the Chancellor anI
the President of the Board of Trade would probably fit
to Stockholm on November 19 to ratify the agreement
Experts had been wrestling since September 8 with thi
practical difficulties involved. Sir John Coulson, civ
servant, was leading the British delegation. The Express
man reported:—
"What he has not been able to achieve yet is an agree
ment with Norway on the tariff-free importation int<
Britain of her frozen fish. Such a move could crippl
Britain's home fishing industry. But Norway has threatene<
to quit the agreement if Sir John cannot find a way out
So this issue has been shuffled into the pending basket." |
And they call it a Free Trade Association! 1 !
SHROUDED IN SECRECY
N a leading article, the City Press, October 23, focussei
public attention on the unsatisfactory way in which the
Board of Trade handles applications for anti-dumping
duties to be imposed. The Board makes available to othei
"interested parties" a copy of the applicant's case on the
strict understanding that the information shall not be disclosed to the press or others. "The Board of Trade says
that if the information is disclosed it is possible that an
action might Be against it by the applicants. In many
cases it contends that the parties concerned are willing to
supply information only if they know that it will be treated
confidentially... In correspondence the Board of Trade
has admitted that there is no statutory authority for its
requirement that information be withheld from the public."
The City Press comments: "We believe that it is against
the public interest that the Board of Trade should enter
into a bond of secrecy with applicants who are seeking
what amounts to privileges from the rest of the community. It cannot, we think, be denied that to be allowed
to charge the public a considerable percentage more for
a commodity that can be more cheaply purchased from
abroad represents a considerable privilege... It is possible
that the Board of Trade will refuse to give information

I
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b interested parties who disclose to the press. In view of
he position now admitted by the Board of Trade that it
has no legal or other right to impose a bond of secrecy,
are satisfied that there is no justification for that attitude and indeed there should be full disclosure. If the
[nowledge that information will be disclosed causes some
jiterests to refrain from applying for anti-dumping privileges, so much the better. We believe this to be an issue
of great importance involving as it does the power of the
bureaucracy."
Land & Liberty welcomes and endorses that statement.
The Board of Trade procedure has been criticised on
(everal occasions in our columns. In March, 1958, opposing an application to increase the import duty on lettuce
ind endive, the editor wrote as a private citizen to the
Board in these terms:-

"It may be the normal practice of the Board of Trade,
it may (for all I know) be stipulated by Act of Parliament
that matters of public interest and importance should be
examined in this hole-and-corner way, but it is a flagrant
violation of normal democratic procedure, thoroughly
illiberal and morally indefensible. I am perfectly certain
that if Parliament can discuss the weightiest matters in
open session as it can and does, and if questions relating
to town planning, compulsory acquisition of land, transport
workers' wages and so on, can be dealt with openly, there
is neither need for, nor justification of secrecy in these
tariff application cases. I shall be glad if you will ensure
that this view is brought to the attention of the President
or the Minister of State. It is my intention to try to get
the matter raised in Parliament and ventilated in the
press."

Paying For Local Government
The Rating & Valuation Association's Conference
VEN if commercial derating is abolished, domestic
properties will bear an increased share of the rate
jurden after the 1963 revaluation — if revaluation proceeds on a current rental basis. This view was expressed by
Mr. W. G. E. Ormond in his presidential address to the
annual conference of the Rating and Valuation Association
it Eastbourne in October.
Mr. Ormond said: "If the facts are examined on the
assumption that the values of domestic properties would
be doubled and that industrial derating would also be
abolished there could be a shift of incidence of something
like 8 per cent on to domestic properties, mainly from
commercial properties. This arithmetical exercise does not,
however, take account of any increase in the rents of commercial properties which may have occurred since 1956
and which would tend to diminish the shift.
"Nevertheless, if the rating system is to be accepted as
equitable by householders it seems clear that the Government must find a basis for the valuation of dwelling-houses
which will prevent any serious shift of incidence and one
which can be understood readily without the application
of obscure hypotheses. This is one of the major problems
which will face the Working Party. If the solution lies
in the use of current rental value then it seems clear that
the statutable deductions from gross value must be reexamined in the light of current costs of repair."

E

LOCAL INCOME TAX
his belief in rating as the right basis
EMPHASISING
for raising local revenue, Mr. Ormond dismissed recent
suggestions of a local income tax as an alternative:"The critics of the rating system are surely responsible
people, therefore they must have examined the criticisms
of a local income tax. They must know that a departmental
committee in 1914 went into this thoroughly. Supported
t>y the views of the Inland Revenue they said the risks of

evasion were far too great to justify the setting up of a
local income tax. Difficulties of allocating income were too
great; conflict between place of earning and place of
assessment was almost impossible to solve."
If these objections did not obtain and it were possible
to introduce a local income tax it would not be long before
the critics said: "Why bother with a local tax? Why not
make it a national tax?" If rates were abolished, the system of local government as known today would also go.
WORKING PARTY
R. ORMOND said that the appointment of a Working
Party in preference to a Royal Commission suggested
that the Government, at any rate for the time being, saw
no need for any fundamental change in the rating system.
Among the questions it would have to consider would be
the basis of assessment for the next revaluation, the life
of Valuation Lists, and industrial derating. "Discussion on
the basis of assessment may well result in agreement to
abandon gross value and to value direct to net annual
value. For some classes of property it may well be that a
strong case could be made for the use of capital values,
say vacant possession values, on the grounds that there
is more direct evidence of such values than there is of
actual rents. Perhaps the answer to the problem of the
assessment of dwellings will be found in this way and
although the Working Party will not explore matters of
policy, it is to be hoped that in formulating his conclusions
the Ministers will have in mind the fact that householders,
unlike business enterprise, cannot set off their rate payments against taxable profits."

M

INDUSTRIALISTS ALERTED
"W7TTH the exception perhaps of the industrialists," Mr.
" Ormond said, "few will question the fact that the
time was never more opportune for the repeal of industrial
Continued on page 204
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HPHE Mayor of the parish of Ste. Anne-de-Bout-de-l'Ile
lives in a beautiful stone house which has stood on
the Island of Montreal since 1735. Less than a mile away,
the city's traffic roars along the highway to Toronto. A
hill or two away, the houses are creeping inland, swallowing up the lovely farms of these parishes. The conflict
between city and country has already been joined—and
it is quite certain that the city will win.
The Island of Montreal, the centre of the great suburban complex, contains 130,000 acres of which about 60,000
acres are still not built up.
More than one-third of this vacant land can be expected
to be built on within a few years. The new Metropolitan
boulevard to the west will lie within one mile of 17,000
vacant acres. And the diagonal Boulevard Leduc in the
east, when it is built, will open to 6,000 acres.
It is the strangest fact of municipal government on this
beautiful island today that no one seems to care how
these 60,000 acres are developed. The only people who
have given any thought to the future are the land speculators.

In April of this year, some 610,000 acres of land within
a 40-mile radius of Montreal was owned by speculators.
This included nearly 100 per cent of land available for
building on Jesus Island ; 60-70 per cent of the South
Shore opposite Montreal; 65-70 per cent in the western
end of Montreal Island, and 60 per cent in the eastern
end ; 90 per cent in the St. Jerome and Ste. Therese
area; about 80 per cent above St. Jerome ; and 75 per
cent in l'Assomption County.
The St. Lawrence Seaway — Sault St. Marie
T h e total cost of the Seaway which H e r Majesty the Queen opened
officially in June exceeds o n e billion dollars (£350 million).
Of
this total, one-third relates to navigation facilities and the balance to
Hydro-electric construction.
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Even according to the most optimistic figures onlJ
OUR READERS REPLY
75,000 of these 610,000 acres will be built on by 19711 These three letters appeared in the Montreal Star on
But it is pretty sure that most of the land used for home]
October 20. The first two are from readers of L. & L.
building in the next 15 years will have provided its specui
HE figures stating that some 610,000 acres of land in
lative profit, sometimes to three, four or more people]
before the home-owner finally takes possession.
the Montreal vicinity were presently being held by
land
speculators are very disturbing.
Land costs have increased to such an extent that homel
It
means that in many cases home-builders, also inbuilders find themselves in a squeeze. Having paid enorl
dustrial
are unable to purchase land at a
mous prices for their land, they find they can build eithel r e a s o n a b ldevelopers,
e price and in many cases not at all, but are
high-cost, high-quality homes, or that they can jam on tJ forced tQ l e a p o v e r t h e s e unused acres and build further
their land as many low-cost homes as possible. One resull out on land that they can buy at prices that they can
of this system, if it can be dignified with such a nan e,
afford. This gives rise to very high cost public services,
is that almost no good housing has been built for working-such as sewage systems, sidewalks and other amenities
class people. They are condemned to live in suburbia al
which make a community liveable.
its worst—straggling, crowded, ugly, pretentious.
The land speculators pay the least taxes towards the
But let's take some examples to illustrate: I was told community but reap large benefits in the selling value of
by Mayor John Pratt, of Dorval, that a farm in thai their land, because it is situated near an improved comtown which sold for $4,000 in 1948, six years later was munity. The sad part is that this state of affairs could be
finally resold for $375,000—an increase of 10,000 per cent! easily remedied if all taxes were assessed on land values
Land in St. Bruno which sold for $100 an acre five yearsI equally, whether improved or not. In this way the land
speculator who contributes least towards the improvement
ago, now brings $600 an acre.
of a community (but whose property is greatly enhanced
In the new town of Pierrefonds, east of lie Bizard, land]
in value by the efforts of the property owner who imis selling at up to $8,000 an acre.
proves his property) would have to pay his fair share toWithin a year, prices in L'Assomption county jumped
wards the public improvements. — R. Hilling.
from $100 to $2,000 an arpent (which is about four-fifths
•
of an acre-)
N his fourth article on "Suburban Growth" Boyce
The pattern of development is that a builder buys a
Richardson refers to the great price the owner of a new
farm or perhaps two or three, and decides to put in a house has to pay for the land, quoting " It is pretty sure
housing development. Quebec farms are laid out in long that most of the land used for home building in the next
narrow strips which do not lend themselves to properly
fifteen years will have provided its speculative profit to
laid-out streets. If the farm happens to be in a poorly
three, four or more people before the home owner finally
organised town or parish, all too often the builder's plans
are accepted automatically, and he is allowed to go ahead takes possession."
I can see many a young couple carrying this debt,
cutting up the land, knocking down the trees and building
probably $3,000, for twenty years or more. It forces the
his shelter-boxes.
wife to keep on working, it might deny them proper
This sort of development comes as a confusing oppor- medical care. It might later stop some member of the
tunity to a parish council which has been concerned only family from getting a college education if the child were
with cutting the brush along a country road, and keeping fitted for such, or it will possibly cut out a much needed
the road open in winter. It knows nothing of practical holiday or rest. But who cares? We can imagine how
planning or aesthetics. The new houses represent tax some land-speculator is enjoying his gains. No need to
revenue.
pay income tax on capital gains, no taxes to the com-
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munity. I can just see him singing " Skip to ma loo, my
darling" and going down to Florida for the winter, where
he will bask in the sun like a happy old torn cat.
Most of us look on this matter with indifference. The
land speculator is a respectable, law abiding citizen, and
if he has the capability or intelligence to make a fortune
in land sales, then good luck to him.
Unfortunately it has many repercussions besides making
the home owner suffer. It affects all society in various
ways. Practically all the commodities we buy are marked
up due to the high cost of land where these things are
manufactured.
The situation can easily be remedied by governments
placing a tax on land proportionate to the selling price.
— F. R. Stevenson.
•
amount of land speculation reported by
THEBoyceawfulRichardson
should alert responsible citizens to
a perfectly legal activity within the present framing of our
municipal tax laws.
What may be more surprising is that the ideal of
planned living, manufacturing and commercial sectors
scattered throughout the city would be reduced to the
same dreariness and often downright squalor we know
now because of the wrong method of collecting municipal
taxes.
City taxes are now levied on the building and the ground
it stands on. Improvements to the building by extension,
alteration or even a common paint job result in increased
taxes. How can proprietors of slum dwellings be reprimanded for shying from increasing their expenses?
By collecting municipal taxes only fom the ground,
existing buildings would be improved and even replaced
without fear of bringing higher tax rates. Furthermore
speculators would soon dispose of their vacant holdings
or put them to use.—Y. V. G
"I COULD HAVE BOUGHT . . . "
M a n y of us have o f t e n said to ourselves, "I C O U L D
H A V E B O U G H T certain properties N O W W O R T H A
F O R T U N E " — w h e n they were available f o r a f e w pennies a
square f o o t . T h e s e experiences P R O V E that large profits
are created by buying land that lies I N T H E P A T H W A Y O F
INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS.
R I G H T N O W , in the newly-opened St. Lawrence Seaway,
a 100-year-old ambition of t w o nations has been achieved.
T h e assertion of experts that this Seaway will create tremendous industrial expansion is already being confirmed. Within
the Metropolitan area of M o n t r e a l is the key sector of t h e
entire Seaway.
Here, H U N D R E D S O F M I L L I O N S O F
D O L L A R S are n o w being spent, or earmarked, for a vast
new industrial c o m p l e x .
Large and small enterprises are
rushing completion of new plants t o take advantage of the
exceptional e c o n o m i c attraction this sector offers to industry.
Outstanding opportunities are T O D A Y available to the
smaller and large investor t o secure strategically-located land
(as little as $2,500 will buy an important industrial site) I N
T H E V E R Y C E N T R E of this n e w P A T H W A Y
OF
PROGRESS.

From an advertisement issued by World Crossways Corporation, 247 Dunbar Avenue, Montreal
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and commercial derating. The resurgence of trade which
has brought with it conditions of exceptional prosperity to
industry and commerce should provide sufficient proof that
increases in rates need not be passed on to the consumer in
retail prices. A stand must be made to resist claims for
rating on something less than current levels of value —
such concessions only serve to discredit the rating system."
A BOROUGH TREASURER'S VIEW
"DATING reliefs to farmers and industrialists were
At- sharply criticised in a paper presented to the R. & V.A.
conference by Mr. Ian M. Cowan, Eastbourne Borough
Treasurer. He said that reliefs granted to agriculture and
industry by the Government in 1929 are no longer relevant
and constitute an undisclosed subsidy from national funds,
the burden of which falls arbitrarily and unfairly on the
general body of ratepayers.
The reason in 1929 for relieving industry of threequarters of its rates was that rates entered materially into
industrial costs, and adversely influenced its competitive
power in export markets. In the case of agriculture, he said
that farmers were held to require assistance by the removal
of the liability for the payment of the quarter-rates which
up to then had fallen on the agricultural community.
"Whatever may be said of those arguments in the light
of conditions in 1929, they are no longer relevant to the
industrial boom which has prevailed since the war, nor to
farming, which has enjoyed a measure of prosperity and
financial support from the National Exchequer never contemplated in 1929. If there is still a case for the derating of
industry and agriculture, and I remain to be convinced that
there is, then the relief should be formally administered as
a direct cost to the Exchequer, and shown to be what it is
— a subsidy from national funds." Any form of Government subsidy which is hidden and not openly disclosed for
what it is should be regarded as improper, and against the
public interest.
Mr. Cowan emphasised the importance of local rates
as a form of taxation. "It should never be forgotten that
democratic local government can only remain independent
— and therefore local — so long as it has its own independent source of local taxation," he said.
;
AN ANGRY RATEPAYER AGREES
"IVfONSTROUS INJUSTICE" Of Derating Act was the
bold headline for this letter, signed "Ratepayer", in
the Eastbourne Herald & Chronicle, October 24:

The Borough Treasurer is to be commended for his
frank statement when addressing the delegates to the rating
and valuation conference, and it is to be hoped that those
who heard him, as well as your readers, will keep well in
mind as to one — if not the chief —J cause of the continued rises in the general rate demands.
The Derating Act, 1929, was a monstrous injustice to all
occupiers of shops and dwelling-houses, for the reason that
it relieved "agriculture" of its last remaining contribution
to local revenues which at 25 per cent then amounted to
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round about £12,000,000 annually. In passing, it may be
remembered that this deficiency was to be made up by a
tax on petrol of 4d per gallon, which in due courss
accounted for an increase in motor bus fares.
From 1930 onwards, a steady increase in farm rents se
in, and over the years the derating of farms constituted a
gift to the owners of agricultural land of no less a sum thar
£200,000,000 down to 1947, when the Agriculture Act o;
that year was put on the Statute Book, with its attend an
bureaucracy and committees for working the measuri
made their appearance.
Since then the public have learnt by sufficient experienci
what it is they are paying for in the retail prices asked foi
fruit and vegetables. We have also seen the business o
farming become a closed shop for all those entrants excep
with the resources at hand to pay the inflated prices de
manded for a farm with vacant possession.
The true remedy for the present unjust system is thi
derating of all improvements, erected upon land, and thi
adoption of site value as the basis of assessment, with n<
exemptions. By this means (and no other) will subsidies
whether direct or disguised, no longer be necessary, anc
every borough or council be assured of obtaining its prope
revenue, and the best use of land encouraged.
RATING RETURN FOR 1958-59

A RETURN of rates and rateable values* published
last month by the Ministry of Housing and Loca
Government shows that the average rate levied in Englanc
and Wales for 1958-59 was 18s. 4d. compared with 18s. Od
for 1957-58. The rateable value of all property at 1st
April 1958, was £610,240,000 compared with £601,873,000
at 1st April, 1957, an increase of 1.4 per cent. Receipts ol
local authorities from rates in 1958-59 are provisionally I
estimated at £548,000,000, compared with £532,000,000 in
1957-58. The amount of rates estimated to be collected pet
head of population was £12 2s. Od. as against £11 13s. Od.
in the previous year, an increase of 3.8 per cent. There
were rate increases in 900 areas, no change in 359, and
decreases in 208. 566 of the increases and 187 of the
decreases were less than 5 per cent.
* Rates and Rateable Values in England and Wales
1958-59. H.M. Stationery Office, price 4s. Od. net.
AUSTIN H. PEAKE
As we go to press we learn with great sorrow of the
death of Mr. Austin H. Peake, a widely respected member
of the international Henry George movement. He passed
away peacefully during the Armistice Day service in the
Methodist Church in Teignmouth which he attended.
Mr. Peake was a member of the United Committee for
the Taxation of Land Values and former chairman of the
Executive of the International Union. On behalf of his
many friends at home and abroad, we convey sincere condolences to his widow in her bereavement.
The article Mr. Peake wrote for our "Personally Speakin?" series early in 1957 will be reprinted in Land &
Liberty next month.
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Two Kinds Of Boom In Victoria
pHERE is a building boom at Moe, 75 miles E.S.E. of
I Melbourne. At Bairnsdale, 150 miles east of the
pital, there is a land boom.
The contrast is readily explained. Since August, 1958,
Moe Borough has levied rates (local taxes) on land values
only, exempting all buildings. A poll of property owners
»ave a more than 2-to-l decision in favour of that system
it ing introduced. As a result, vacant land is coming on
[o the market at reduced prices ; the tax brake has been
taken off development.
In Bairnsdale rates are imposed on buildings. This
leters and penalises development and fosters the speculate withholding of land. A number of property owners
jiave petitioned for a poll to be held to decide whether
to abandon this absurd system. There were hopes that
he issue would have been resolved last August but, unfortunately, it has had to be postponed twelve months.
One aspect of the building boom was reported as
ollows on May 1 by the Latrobe Valley

Advocate:

1

" In Moe, not so very many years ago land was bought
ind sold ' for a song '. Everywhere the pattern has been
he same. ' If only I'd hung on for a bit longer', is an
pft-heard expression of people rueing the day they had
made a sale only to see the values soar in future years. It's
hot very often that you hear that the reverse has applied.
When you do—it's news !
; " It did so on Saturday at the Civic Hall in Newborough,
men 12 residential sites in Newborough were put up for
public auction by the firm G. R. Bilingsley Pty. Ltd. A
nere 30 people turned out to what must surely have been
She most amazing land sale ever witnessed in the area,
•onsidering the times. Blocks were sold for £10 in March
Street, where the road is unmade ; £25 in Murray Road,
with a made Government Road, and £30 in Shanahan
Parade.
" The residential site near Charlie Rutter's Newborough
garage was dearer at £102 10s. Od. To cap it all, the
endors were willing to sell on interest-free terms over
two years. That is to say a block could be purchased in
March Street for £10 at Is. Od. per week over two years !
Fantastic is not the word ! "
The land boom was reported in the Country Leader,
September 18, as follows : " Bairnsdale township itself is
in another land boom. Residential blocks at £1,000 are
now common ; £1,250 is spoken of as a good price and
now they have reached £1,800 (two miles from the centre
of the town). Areas in the business section are fantastically
high with prices of over £750 per foot in the main street
luite common."
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
WERE FAVOURABLY IMPRESSED
From a Correspondent

in

Melbourne

AUSTRALIA is currently host for a conference of
^ Commonwealth Parliamentarians and advantage was
taken by one of our Melbourne friends to show the Hon.
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B. B. Coke, Speaker in Jamaica, the beneficial effect which
thirty years of getting its revenues from the site-rents
has had in the municipality of Camberwell as compared,
across a busy road, with Hawthorn where rates are still
levied on the buildings.
The shops on the Camberwell side are so obviously
superior in general construction and also the dwellings
in the residential areas adjoining, that there is no denying
the effectiveness of the Georgeist principle even when
applied merely for the getting of municipal revenuesMr. Coke, who was interested to see the area because
of Jamaica's start along the Georgeist way, was accompanied on his visit by Mr. R. D. Jorgenson, a member
of the Alberta Parliament. In conversation Mr. Jorgenson
spoke of the " social credit" values arising out of the
public control of oil revenues in Alberta. We understand
our friend commented that " social credit" of this nature
is the real thing and needs only the collecting of the
similar credits that arise from city land etc., to make a
perfect revenue system
INFLATION ABOLISHED ?
A USTRALLANS, and may be others, will be delighted
to know that inflation has been abolished.
Sir Douglas Copland, Australia's top economist,
abolished it recently—in a speech in London!
Replying to a question about inflationary trends in
Australia in post-war years, Sir Douglas said that
"inflation" was a word that should be abolished; fear of
"inflation" was a brake on progress. Presumably, therefore, the word is obsolete—no longer having significance
in economic jargon.
And what is Sir Douglas's substitute slogan? "Economic
Growth" is now the thing. As simple as that.
Sir Douglas was speaking at a press conference on the
subject of prospects for British migrants in Australia.
Everything in the economic garden is, apparently, lovely.
One cannot help wondering whether Sir Douglas's
attention has been drawn to another item of news appearing in the same Australia House hand-out, setting out
the plight of Australian Rayon Manufacturers. According
to the Federal Director of the Australian Associated
Chambers of Manufacturers, Mr. Anderson, they are
facing a CRISIS. "Competition from imports has already
closed down one mill and two others are in difficulties,"
said Mr. Anderson. He has asked the Minister of Trade
to "restrict at present levels imports of artificial silk from
all countries."
Sir Douglas Copland's soothing message obviously had
not reached the Australian Rayon Manufacturers at the
time of Mr. Anderson's cry of pain. He should hasten
to reassure these poor hot-house plants, shivering to death
because someone has thrown stones at their glasshouses.
He should send them a cable—preferably 'collect'—"TRY
ECONOMIC GROWTH, THE NEW SPECIFIC;
PATENTS PENDING. CHINS UP. COPLAND."
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The Breakfast Battle Grows
AS THE CUT - PRICE
FLOOD INTO BRITAIN'S
/"YUR headline has an ominously protectionist ring ?
^ ^ Readers need have no fear: we have not joined the
protectionist camp. We have simply borrowed the heading
to a report by Edward Trow in the Daily Express, October
26, which is reprinted on this page. We had planned to
write a blistering riposte. But the Daily Telegraph's
columnist, Peter Simple, forestalled us—brilliantly.
Modestly standing aside, we allow one Tory newspaper
to answer another.
PERPETUAL WAR
Peter Simple in the Daily Telegraph, October 27
" rpHE breakfast battle," " the eggs and bacon war "—
these are the terms in which some critics refer to
Anglo-Danish trade.
To discuss economic questions in military language is
worse than silly. It corrupts economics, injecting into it
elements of chauvinistic fear and hatred which have no
place there.
It seeks to destroy the natural harmony of international
trade. It suggests that a nation, in peace as in war, can
only profit at another's expense. It thus denies the possibility of mutual enrichment. By fostering imaginary
misunderstandings between nations, it fosters real misunderstanding: by imaginary conflicts, real conflicts.
If economics is generally regarded as a form of warfare, it will turn into war economics, with all the attendant
dislocations, shortages, rationing, black markets and
controls.
THE BREAKFAST BATTLE GROWS
Edward Trow in the Daily Express, October 26.
rpHE eggs and bacon war is likely to flare up again this
A week. For while Britain's farmers and grocers are
doing their best to bring some kind of price stability to
the breakfast table, overseas merchants are ready to step
in and flood the market with bacon and eggs.
Eggs, at cut-price rates, are arriving from Denmark.
More than 833,000 dozen of them will soon be in the
shops. By the end of the week around 55,000 dozen from
South Africa are expected at Southampton. Although
nothing definite has been arranged, these eggs are almost
sure to be distributed to the shops by agents and wholesalers. Norway and Sweden have also surplus stocks of
eggs which they want to sell in Britain.
Supplies of all grades of home-produced eggs were insufficient to meet the demands of merchants and wholesalers last week. Now the overseas shippers are going to
take advantage of the shortage. So far, grocers have been
able to supply their customers, but report a scarcity of the
large eggs—5s a dozen in many shops.
Bacon is also coming in from abroad in increased
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quantities. This is angering British curers for they an
watching the bulk of their trade slipping into the hand
of Denmark. Home-produced bacon is hard to find i,
the shops, for the British curers say they cannot affori
to buy pigs from the farmers.
Last week Denmark sent to Britain 5,090 tons of bacoi
—•more than the merchants wanted. Output from Britain'
factories was only 2,590 tons. And while the home-curinj
gradually gets less, Denmark has increased the killing!
of pigs for bacon.
Merchants in Britain believe Denmark is ready at an'!
time to double her shipments. If that happened, it couli
be a knock-out blow for Britain's struggling pig farmers

TOO MANY EGGS
OIX weeks earlier Mr. W. J. Welford, Chairman of thJ
^ British Egg Marketing Board, sent a letter to monf
than 400,000 registered producers, appealing to them t<
consider their future production programmes "mos j
earnestly". Unless they heeded the warnings of the Gov
ernment, the N.F.U. and the Board, they all might suffer
The Board had tried to keep its promise to dispose o !
eggs reaching the market to the best possible advantage
Sales then were up by three per cent compared with i\
year earlier, but were not keeping pace with rising pro
duction.
A letter of a vastly different kind was published a few
weeks later. Farmer Jack Merricks, a member of the
Potato Marketing Board, wrote to the City Press:—
"It is high time the Egg Board was wound up. Thi;
State monopoly has proved to be a ghastly failure. It ha:
increased poultry farmers' costs by over a million pound:
per year and has prevented farmers selling their eggs in
the best market.
"The bureaucratic powers which the Board have operated were needed in war time, when it was necessary to
ration eggs, but the clammy hand of bureaucratic control
should now be taken off eggs. This would benefit both
producers and consumers."
THE "CRIME" OF GIVING EGGS AWAY
This bureaucratic nonsense is not confined to eggs- to Britain. Space, unfortunately, does not allow us to deal
adequately with the bacon imbroglio nor with the great
butter scandal: last year there was concern because it was
cheap and plentiful; now that it is scarce and shockingly
dear the same people are still concerned. These three items
about eggs in Australia, Italy and Canada serve to point
the moral.

I" AST week a poultry farmer was taken to Court and
fined for giving some eggs away to friends and employees. The Egg Board took action against him. The MagisL A N D & LIBERTY

did not regard the alleged offence very seriously, but
he had to administer the fool law which has made giving
:ggs away a crime. So the farmer was fined 5s. Od. with
£8 5s. Od. costs.
The price of eggs has long been excessive to the coniumer. So far protests have been in vain. The Board
ives on the poultry farmer. I think that it extorts lOd.
i dozen from them on all the eggs it handles.
That consumers pay too much for eggs is proved by
he fact that eggs come from Victoria and even as far
way as South Australia and are sold cheaper than the
ocally handled [N.S.W.] Board eggs. The Egg Board
ncubus is a mighty expensive concern. When will the
ixploited egg farmers wake up and kick it out?
Years ago a Honey Board was set up. It did not take
he beekeepers long to realise that it was a burden upon
hem, and they voted it out. There was also a Potato
ioard, but after some experience the growers booted it
lut. Unfortunately the poultry farmers have not yet
ealised that the Board exploits them as well as the
:onsumers.
Bad laws invite efforts to evade them. Administering
hem is costly. They employ a number of non-producers.
:he consumer is forced to pay inflated prices, not for the
®nefit of egg producers, but to pay the costly Board that
ives on them and the consumers. Australia today is
ursed by a vast number of Boards. Most of them should
>e abolished.—A. G. Huie in The Western Standard
tS.W.
irate

LAW ALL SCRAMBLED, SO
CUSTOMS 'SITS' ON EGGS
T,HE Vancouver Sun, October 6, published a U.P.I,
report from Genoa, Italy, as follows:—
Two shiploads of eggs arrived today from Argentina,
nd because somebody got the egg importation law all
:rambled Italians won't be allowed to eat them.
Under the law, every imported egg must be stamped
wth an indelible marking, and the mark must be tested
t'ith lemon juice.
The markings failed the test, so 15,000 cases of eggs
re waiting for officials to hatch up a scheme to get rid
if them.
TOO MANY EGGS IN CANADA
[N Canada on October 1 a deficiency payments scheme
for eggs came into force in place of the earlier general
Price support programme. Following are extracts from a
'engthy explanatory report published in the (Ottawa)
financial Post, October 17: —
Two years ago, the Agricultural Stabilisation Board put
he support price of eggs at 44c. doz-, grade A large
basis Montreal) with price differentials for other markets,
this meant that the board would buy all grade A large
:
Egs offered, at these prices, provided they were graded
>nd packed. Ottawa officials claim the offer brought into
'xistence scores of vertically integrated producers whose
!
8gs went directly to government warehouses. Typical
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case : A feed company would buy hens and turn them
over to a farmer to care for. The company would supply
the feed.
Egg production zoomed. In the first eight months of
1959, 5.7 million cases (of 30 doz. eggs each) went through
egg grading stations. This was 11 per cent up on the
same period a year ago. Much of the excess was bought
by the Agricultural Stabilisation Board.
Between December, 1958, and the beginning of September the board bought 928,000 cases of eggs three times
as much as in any single year previously. These eggs cost
$11 million. All have been sold at varying losses, in South
America and Europe.
This surplus—and the threat of a bigger one to come
—prompted the switch to deficiency payments . . . Under a
deficiency payment scheme, the government pays the
farmer the difference between the price he gets for a
product and the support price. Over a one-year period
the maximum number of eggs on which deficiency payments will be made is 4,000 doz. This is the average
annual production of about 500 hens. The new programme
will support all output of farmers with less than 500 hens
and give substantial help to the next group with flocks of
500 to 1,000. But it will not continue to provide an incentive for overproduction to the 6.7 per cent of producers
who own flocks of more than 1,000 hens. They will have
support for a small portion of output. For the rest, they
must rely on what the consumers will pay. Egg production
in Canada will likely decline gradually over the next 12
months as the big producers curtail output.
Because the Agricultural Stabilisation Board will not be
buying eggs, market supplies should be greater than at
present, and prices to the consumer should be low.
L. V. T. IN AUSTRIA
Due to exceptional circumstances beyond our control
at the works, Mr. Philipp Knab's report on Austria (L. & L.
November) was incorrectly titled: Land Value Taxation
in Australia. For this and other printing errors we offer
apologies to author and readers.
TOO MANY PEOPLE?
VICTOR SALDJI
President, Land-Value Taxation League
will speak on

OVER-POPULATION
AND POVERTY
at the CONWAY HALL
Red Lion Square, W . C 1
(Near Holborn Station)
TUESDAY, 12th JANUARY 1960
Questions Period
Open Discussion
Admission Free—Collection
A "Conway Discussion" sponsored by
the South Place Ethical Society

TOO MANY PEOPLE?
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The following is extracted from a recent five page article in the
Journal of Housing, official publication of Hie (American)
National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials.

TAX TRICKS DESIGNED TO DO IN SLUMS
"The economic and social forces now being unleashed
in our local government area are too dynamic and too
powerful
to permit archaic or inefficient
local tax
systems"—Tax
Institute, Inc.

I

N Chicago . . . in Pittsburgh . . . in Kansas City . . . in

newspaper articles . . . at professional meetings . . . in
hallowed halls of ivy . . . in down-to-earth city council
chambers — in many ways and many places, a new device
is turning up in the fight to eliminate slums and preserve
and promote good housing. What it amounts to: ingenious
use of the public taxing power.
Urban renewal, perhaps more than any other force in
operation today, has been responsible for the new look at
taxes. The big payoff to the slum operator who, in effect,
lets the fellow keeping a better house pay the tax bill; the
lack of dollar incentives for new construction ; the penalty
in higher assessments that those who fix up and paint up
pay ; the high price tag on public acquisition of slumlands—
these are some of the incongruities that have been brought
into sharp focus by the city rebuilding drive. The urgency
of rebuilding America's cities and the need to eliminate
those hurdles that have been slowing the pace of progress
have dramatised the fact that it may be time for a change
in tax thinking . . . and here and there something is being
done about it.
*

There are many who would answer the question of
whether now is the time to take a new look at the property
tax with a big "yes".
One such is a Chicago realtor, Arthur Rubloff, who, for
some time has been advocating a get-tough policy for
dealing with slum operators who through "stupidity or
cupidity" obstruct the better housing drive . . . and the
way to do it, he says, is to restudy and completely overhaul
property taxation procedures. Said Mr. Rubloff before an
audience of Chicago building managers earlier this year:
"Our real estate valuation system for tax purposes should
somehow take into consideration the ultimate potentials of
the property. We ought to insist that land values be set
high enough so as to render the maintenance of . . . outmoded structures economically impossible ..."
The idea of using high land taxes to make pocket book
sense out of good housekeeping and pocket book nonsense
out of slum keeping is not a new one — essentially it's
the old "single tax" or "site-valuation" system that even
now is in use in such places as New Zealand, Australia,
parts of Canada, South Africa, and elsewhere. But it is an
idea that is enjoying something of a revival in the United
States and in other places as well. The plan, for example,
caught the imagination of many of the delegates to
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NAHRO's 1958 annual conference, when Prime Minister
Nash of New Zealand, in an unexpected conference
appearance, described how it was working in his homeland; it created a stir, again, when described in a story
carried in American

Municipal

News, publication of the

American Municipal Association: and, in general, it has
won so much interest that just last year Harper & Brothers
published a report based on a study of the system that
was conducted by an International Research Committee.
The "site-valuation" or "single tax" system in simple
terms, goes like this:
(1) land is taxed according to its potential (whethei
or not the property has been developed or how well i
has been developed does not figure — rates are basec
on the best and most suitable potential use for the
land);
(2) all improvements on the land are "untaxed.'
It was the feeling of the international study group tha
such a taxation system would "reduce speculation in land
enable municipalities to obtain a larger share of com
munity-created land values, improve housing conditions
and provide a new approach towards the solution of othei
social and economic problems ..." The results of theii
study indicate that these opinions are backed up bj
experience.
The full story of how the "site-valuation" system ha:
worked in some of the places studied by the internationa
committee was presented in the report published last year
Municipal Improvement and Finance as Affected by thi
Untaxing of Improvements
and the Taxation of Lane

Values. In just about all the cases presented in the report
a switch from another system of property taxation to "site
valuation" added up to a story with a happy ending.
As an example, take the case of Sydney, Australia. The
'site-valuation" system went into effect there a6out 4C
years ago and, according to the report, changes for the
better were noticeable almost immediately. Some of the
results charged to the change:
1. a marked increase in the tax returns from the main
business area;
2. a corresponding decrease in taxes paid by home
owners and others less likely to be able to handle big
assessments than down-towners.
3. an increase in property rehabilitation operations,
since owners recognised that it made better sense to
fix up their holdings than to let them decay — whether
land is occupied by a slum or a good building (presumably the latter could command a higher income),
the tax rate would be the same.
All in all, according to the report, with the change to
"site-valuation" taxation in Sydney, "there was an immediLAND & LIBERTY
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jte movement toward the scrapping of old and out-of-date
buildings and the erection of modern edifices." Further,
the report goes on, "This movement has continued with
but a brief interval during the depression years."
It is not only property taxes that are getting a going over
these days. Also coming in for attention: income tax laws
and how they figure in the slum picture.
Realtor Rubloff, whose opinions on what's needed in
jthe way of property tax changes were presented above, also
has been one of those who have had a thing or two to say
on the question of how income tax rulings are helping to
maintain slums. His views: "We ought to find a way under
our federal tax structure to penalise, rather than to
reward, the perpetuation of slum structures in the central
business district and elsewhere. Property depreciation
should have a limit no matter who owns the property.
We ought to insist that there be replacement reserves. We
might even require the establishment of such a reserve as
a condition of depreciation allowances."

Pennsylvania
New Land-Value Tax Bill
Awaits Governor's Approval
r

PHE Bill empowering each of the 47 "third class" cities
L in Pennsylvania to exempt buildings from local tax| ation which, as reported last month, was passed unanimously by the Senate has now been passed by the lower
house of the Legislature. Voting was: 148 to 45. The
State Governor's signature is required before the Bill can
be enacted.
Both the "second class" cities—Pittsburgh and Scranton
—tax buildings less heavily than they tax land values.
Some of the benefits which Pittsburgh has reaped from
even th's partial application of the land value policy were
recently described as follows by one of our Canadian
readers, Mr. Ben Sevack, in the correspondence columns
of the Montreal

Star:—

recent editorial justly commends the example
YOUR
of urban renewal in Pittsburgh and specifically the
Golden Triangle in which hundreds of millions have been
invested to replace a rapidly deteriorating blighted section.
However, credit should be given to correct and just taxation, of which I shall try to give a brief history.
As you pointed out in your editorial, leading civic
organisations played an important part in initiating the
movement which brought about the change. The Pittsburgh
Civic Commission made a thorough analysis of the city's
tax system with a view to lifting the burden of taxation
from improvements and placing more of it on the landholders who where impeding the city's progress by holding
the land at prohibitive prices.
To this end the Graded Tax Law was passed in 1913
which provided for the partial exemption of improvements
by gradual stages. In 1914-15 the tax rate on buildings
was dropped to 90 per cent, of the rate on the
assessed value of land. Effects of the law were
DECEMBER, 1959
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almost immediately apparent. Though the first step
was a small one, it has been reinforced by a sweeping reform in the system of assessing land, accomplished by an
earlier act in 1911. So that in 1913 and 1914, while other
industries of the city lagged the building business flourished.
In 1925, when the act became fully effective, the rate
on buildings was 50 per cent of that on land. Commenting
in 1927, after two years of full operation of the Graded
Tax Plan, the Pittsburgh Post said:
" Formerly land held vacant here was touched lightly
by taxation, even as it was being greatly enhanced in
value by building around it, the builders being forced
to pay the chief toll, almost as if being fined for adding
wealth to the community. Now the holders in Pittsburgh
are encouraged; improvements are taxed just one-half
the rate levied upon vacant land. Building has increased
accordingly. Here is illustrated how ideas once thought
radical and impractical come gradually into general
acceptance."
There is, of course, no loss of revenue to the city through
the graded tax. It simply brings about a shift in the burden
from buildings to land. For the year 1953 the shift in
taxes from buildings to land was approximately $4,000,000.
The relatively high tax on land values has definitely
checked land speculation by making it unprofitable to hold
valuable land out of use. The apparent tendency is to
stabilise the value of land when building values have been
soaring. While the selling value of land hasfluctuated,as
elsewhere with booms and depreciations, the average market value in Pittsburgh was but little higher than the average value prevailing before the graded tax was introduced
40 years previously.
Despite the fact that the land area in Pittsburgh is quite
restricted and there has therefore been only a modest
growth in population within the city limits, there has been
a vast amount of building in Pittsburgh since the introduction of the Graded Tax Plan. This has been due to
the tax policy which encourages the improvement of real
estate and discourages the holding of vacant or inadequately improved land. Total assessed building values
have more than doubled between 1914 and 1953 aided
by the erection of more and better buildings of all kinds.
In the words of an editorial which appeared some years
a*o in the Pittsburgh Press:

" A progressive law like Pittsburgh's, removing the
tax burden from buildings as far as practicable, and putting it increasingly on land, is certain to be opposed
by a certain class of rich landlords, and the extension
of such legislation must be secured by virtue of enlightened public opinion, demanding what is clearly
in the interest of the average businessman and of the
public in general."
I urge all interested civic and business groups and city
councillors to look into Pennsylvania's Graded Tax Plan,
as they might find a solution to slum clearance, redevelopment of blighted areas etc. without recourse to public
funds. Anyone who desires further information may telephone me.
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WRONG AND DANGEROUS
Without endorsing every dot and comma, we are pleased to print this condensed version of the speech
made by VISCOUNT HINCH/NGBROOKE,
Conservative Member for South Dorset, during the two day
debate in the Commons on the Government's
Local Employment
Bill. The Bill received a Second
Reading without a Division on November
10.

rpHE President of the Board of Trade introduced this
Measure as one of major importance. But I cannot
believe that it can be so regarded. It will not be so very
shattering to the Government's prestige if it is forthrightly
opposed and even if it is defeated on Second Reading.
During the election I took particular pains to say in my
election address and in my adoption speech that I was
wholly opposed to the extension of the Welfare State from
the individual to businesses in distress. As this Bill
enshrines in part the idea of businesses in distress, it is
the first opportunity I have to redeem the pledges which
I gave.
I should like to know who prepared this Bill. I very
much doubt if the President of the Board of Trade saw it
before it was a Bill and placed on the Table. I very much
doubt whether the Cabinet spent anxious hours over it
during the summer. Certainly the idea has never been
brought to the Floor of the House in the last few months,
and to my certain knowledge not to the Parliamentary
party on this side of the House.
I have come to the conclusion therefore, that the Bill
has been prepared by those now very well-known people,
the "sorcerer's apprentices" — those sleek young gentlemen who inhabit Transport House, the Conservative Party
Secretariat and the Ministries, particularly the Board of
Trade. In the absence of the Cabinet, whose thoughts are
elsewhere, in the absence of Parliament which is debating
something quite different, these young gentlemen all get
together and plan the processes of legislation in this country of ours. I hope very much that they are going to be
shown up from time to time for the mischief they do.
I am not opposed to the relief of unemployment as
such. The State is justified in calling on the taxpayer to look
after the individual's disabilities in any walk of life .
Local unemployment, too, is a social disease and must
be catered for in some part by the State, but more, I should
have thought as general unemployment throughout the
community is catered for, by certain indirect acts of State,
like the reduction of taxation, like the reduction of the
Bank Rate, like the freeing of hire purchase restrictions
and all the other economic devices which we have now
learnt to use for the purpose of promoting full employment.
Subsidies are always a dangerous weapon to use in this
regard. There is an excuse for using a subsidy short-term
for bringing about a social or industrial change — to
initiate an industrial reaction — but withdrawing the subsidy afterwards. Long-term subsidies, as we on this side
of the House well know — for instance, for general
housing — can unbalance the economy. They can distort

prices and they can produce unfairness between one section
of the community and another.
If we produce a subsidy which helps an industry to
survive and become live and prosperous, we see at once
another industry or service which is in a worse situation !
Immediately the State has to go chasing after that with
the taxpayers' money to bring it into an equal position.;
The process is never ending.
Under this Bill the taxpayers' money is required to be
given to Mr. A, a business executive or industrialist, in
order that he shall come with his plant, his equipment
and his employees to town X. We have also the threat of
compulsory purchase.
Is it right for somebody's industry in a particular town
— where that industry may be lying fallow for a particular!
purpose, uncompetitive for the moment, but with prospects
in two or three years — is it right that the Board of Trade'
should waltz into that situation—it may be a dingy old
factory not employing many people — and take it over by
compulsory purchase and give it to someone else who
comes along and who may be closely associated with, or
a friend of, the Ministry — Laughter — oh, yes, a great
friend, an industrialist with prospect of advancement and
final elevation to somewhere not too far away from here? i
Do we want to use the taxpayers' money in order to
stuff new industries into these demarcated areas? Why
should the workers continue to reside in the place where
they now live and not be encouraged to move? Many
thousands have cars today. Why should they not motor
twenty or thirty miles from their town to areas where
they can employ their skills?
Why should we put the taxpayers' money into the
pocket of Mr. A. in order that he should go to a town and
start off an industrial process? Suppose he does start it up,
does it successfully and gets to the stage where the town
is fully employed again. According to this Bill, he is still
to go on receiving the taxpayers' money. In other words
his process is to be permanently subsidised and his neighbour's process in another town, which may be exactly the
same, is not subsidised.
In my view, the Welfare State was made for the individual. The individual has a right, a natural right, to be
alive and well, to praise God, and to be free, and it is the
duty of the State to assist him in the enjoyment of that
right. It is not the duty of the State to help an industry or
service maintain any given level of industrial activity.
Businesses are mechanical associations of persons. They
have no natural rights to be large or small, to be prosperous or derelict, to exist or not to exist.
The State has got to prove its right to extend its patronage. I should have thought that now, so many years after
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the war, with nearly ten years of Conservative Government, and with the prospect of five more, we should be
instituting a recessional of State power, not in order to
r e p r o d u c e any of the social evils of the past, but as a
means of elevating the general idea of individual freedom.
[ s h o u l d have expected less State paternalism, less Gove r n m e n t expenditure and less taxation.
Had there not been the very high taxation of the last
ten or fifteen years, some of these industries which are
deemed to have suffered, would have installed more up-todate plant, would be more on their toes and more competitive.
United Kingdom taxes on industry are annually running
at £900 million to £1,000 million and fixed capital formation on land, buildings, plant, machinery and the like is
running at about £1,000 million a year. That shows the
source to which industry could look if only the Government would turn their attention to substantial reductions
in taxation, Income Tax and Profits Tax on industry and
letting these industries re-equip themselves and get independent and competitive. That is needed much more than
grabbing more and more money from industry and individuals year after year and pouring it out from State resources to special purposes, never clearly defined.
We should turn our attention to a special measure of
derating for particular areas suffering from chronic unemp'oyment. At present, industry is de-rated to the extent
of 50 per cent. Why should we not say that if industry
comes to a town where there is over-full employment it
will be rated 100 per cent, but if it goes to a town where
there is a chronic unemployment it will be de-rated altogether with graduations between the scales?
Before some of these questions can be answered we need
something even more fundamental from the Government
at the beginning of this Parliament- We must have a major
speech from the Prime Minister to state whether
Government is in favour of protection or free trade.

the

We all understand protection from the point of view of
the imposition of tariffs and the bolstering up of the State
revenue from the proceeds of those tariffs. We all understand free trade from the point of view of the efficiency
which it produces at the cost of causing a rather rapid
industrial decline.
What I do not understand is the extension of free trade
areas and the indulging in free trade when the consequences
of it are sealed off by subsidies and a vast rise in the
Civil Estimates.
Lord Baldwin once described the lot of the harlot
through the ages as "power without responsibility". The
moment the electorate begins to see that the State has
that power over the industrial processes of the country, it
will ask for the responsibility to be taken as well.
Then we shall have the direct purchase of shares in industry in return for the subsidies which are being paid, with
take-over bids by the Government and remorseless nationalisation. Let my hon. and right hon. Friends not prepare
the way for this day by the acts which they are now
Perpetrating.
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A Church In Wembley
The Methodist Recorder, November 5, printed this
letter from Mr. William E. Bland, Executive member,
United Committee for the Taxation of Land Values.

announcement of the sale of the site of Park Lane,
THEWembley,
Methodist Church for the sum of £250,000
must surely raise doubts in the minds of thinking Christians
as to the morality of such deals, apart from their legality,
of which, at the moment, there is no doubt.
We are all familiar with the exhortation that if we want
a better standard of living we must work harder and produce more, which is merely a variation of the truism that
man must work or starve, although it is not always the
case that those who don't work do the starving.
Seeing that all wealth, in the last analysis, can only be
secured by the application of labour, whether physical or
mental, to land it follows that he who receives wealth
without giving an equivalent of wealth or services in return
is obtaining something at the expense of other people's
labour.
The Wembley Methodists have received a quarter of a
million pounds which can be converted into a wonderful
amount of wealth in the form of new buildings and repairs
to other churches in the circuit, but what wealth have they
given in exchange ? Nothing at all, not even the existing
church, because it is defective and has to be pulled down.
These Methodists have merely sold to one member of the
community something that already belonged to the community as a whole, namely the advantage gained by
occupying and extracting wealth from that piece of land
as represented by the market value of the site. Nothing
that the trustees, qua trustees, have done since 1925, when
they purchased the site has added one penny to its value.
Its whole value is due to the presence and activities of
the people of Wembley.
Knowing this, it is easy to agree that the site value of
all land is a communal value and, as such, should be
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used to meet communal expenses, the cost of government,
and that other taxes on production, where they all fall
today, should be abolished to an equivalent amount.
This deal is, of course, nothing exceptional by modern
standards but when added to all similar deals transacted
daily throughout the world some conception can be obtained of the magnitude of the misery caused to countless
millions by the private ownership of land which is not
only condemned by Old Testament Scriptures but is the
very antithesis of the Law, " Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself".

Two Shops In Enfield
BY VV. J. CADMAN
r I THE main cross-roads in Enfield Town is a busy place.
Here London Road meets Silver Street ,and Southbury Road meets Church Street, the main shopping centre
of this thriving town on the northern fringe of London.
We know that land values are high where pressure of
population is greatest, but seldom is this fact brought
home to one so vividly as now.
Two adjoining shops, Nos. 34 and 35 The Town,
situated right at these cross-roads, were sold by public
auction on October 1, for the record sum of £38,000.
The frontages are quite small, some 18 feet and 16j
feet, and the total area of the combined properties about
900 square feet.
What did the purchaser get for his money ? Take a
look at these shops. How much would a builder want to
erect them, if the site was vacant? £8,000 — possibly
£9,000? Let's call it £10,000, for the sake of argument,
and to be on the safe side.
This means that at least £28,000 of the money paid over
was for the site, for the land alone, on which these shops
stand.

Correspondence

Tax Shift In U.S.A.
{
To the Editor of Land & Liberty.
Sir,—Perhaps the most crucial issue in this Republic is
whether the States and their political subdivisions must
balance their own budgets, without looking for federal
subsidies, or whether all future taxes will be levied and
collected by the federal government, to support all he
budgets of all the States and their political subdivisions
In as much as land holders, as such, now give no supp >rt
to the federal budget Unless they use land, or allow others
to use it and so get an income as rent, this shift from State
and local taxes which DO include annual taxes upon I he
value of land, whether used or not, to federal taxes or
support of State and local budgets, means more and morp
taxes heaped on the backs of all who produce and distribute the wealth. This has the effect of pushing up production and living costs.
City Mayors want to use State collected taxes to support
their city budgets. Governors want to use federal collec ed
taxes to support State budgets. The trend is growing. Did
not this same basic tax shift occur in the Weimar Republic,
soon after World War 1? And was not "Hitlerism" the
Fruit of such tax shifts?
San Francisco
Yours faithfully,
J. RUPERT MASON

More Than Enough ?
To the Editor of Land & Liberty.
Sir,—Adam Smith says that land is usually at 30 years'
purchase. More modern economists give it as being
20 years. If we take either figure some interesting results
are obtainable from prices given in your article "Focus on
Land Prices".
Let us assume that annual rental value of land is betwee i
3 per cent and 5 per cent of capital value. At the forme ,
rental value of land at Sydenham Hill is £420 per acre per
annum. Should this be an average for the London Passei
ger Transport Area of 2,000 square miles, the revenue th;
area should provide would be £420 x 2,000 x 640 =
£537,600,000. At 5 per cent, this figure would b:
£768,000,000.
As there are some 88,000 square miles in Britain thai
is, in England, Wales and Scoland, it seems that the eco
nomic rent of land would provide our present Budget
several times over.
Yours faithfully,
Henton, Somerset.
J. C. COOK
J RUPERT MASON

Picture by courtesy
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The sad news that Mr. J. Rupert M a s o n , president emeritus of the
International U n i o n , died in San Francisco on N o v e m b e r 18 reaches
us as this issue is being printed. A retired investment banker, Mr.
M a s o n had devoted his wealth and the whole of his leisure for more
than twenty years to the fight f o r e c o n o m i c justice with unsurpassed
tenacity and vigour. H i s w i d o w has the heartfelt sympathy of friends
the world over. The international Henry G e o r g e m o v e m e n t mourns
the loss of a great leader.
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